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FACULTY INFORMATION 

Name:  

Email: 

Department: 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCE 

Name of Experience: 

Provider (TILT, OIE, conference name, etc.): 

Date(s) of experience:  

Hours of Instruction (2 hours, 8 hours, etc.): 

Description and Outcomes (complete if PD is NOT on the TEI Pre-approved PD list. Include web links or upload syllabus to Bridge if available): 

TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS DOMAIN 

Inclusive Pedagogy, Curriculum/Curricular Alignment, Classroom Climate, Pedagogical Content Knowledge, Student Motivation, Feedback & Assessment, Instructional Strategies 

Primary Domain (see TEI Pre-approved PD list for CSU-related events): 

Secondary Domain (if applicable): 

POST IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION 

Use of Research-based Practices 

Describe the changes you implemented in your teaching related to participating in this professional development. These changes might be 

new additions, or they may be extending or revising an approach you’ve been using. 

https://youtu.be/DeYFCFjx_8k
https://tilt.colostate.edu/wp/prodev/teaching-effectiveness/tei/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15D3JXhbZCKX3s-2X7Af9kkDM8rJWqB-QBgF4B1ue_M8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/15D3JXhbZCKX3s-2X7Af9kkDM8rJWqB-QBgF4B1ue_M8/edit?usp=sharing
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POST IMPLEMENTATION REFLECTION continued… 
Impact on Students 

How did students respond to these changes? 

What evidence do you have this impacted the majority of your students? 

Impact on Future Teaching 

Based on how students responded, will you make additional changes or keep things the same? Describe your next steps. 

Based on your experience with this domain, what recommendations would you make to colleagues?  

How might you share your knowledge and experiences with colleagues?  

What TEF domain do you plan to address in the future?  

FEEDBACK FOR TILT 
What recommendations do you have for TILT? 

https://youtu.be/DeYFCFjx_8k
https://tilt.colostate.edu/wp/prodev/teaching-effectiveness/tei/

	FACULTY NAME: Qrstuv Wxyz
	EMAIL: Qrstuv.Wxyz@Colostate.edu
	DEPARTMENT NAME: CSU Department Name
	NAME OF PD EXPERIENCE: Best Practices in Teaching: Planning a Class Session
	PROVIDER NAME: TILT
	DATE OF EXPERIENCE: Aug 21 - September 15, 2020
	DESCRIPTION & OUTCOMES: Consider practices fundamental to an effective class session: learning outcome alignment, instructional strategies, formative assessments, and language you use to communicate with students. You will develop a plan for a class session that promotes critical thinking, self-directed learning, and student engagement for all learners. You will also receive several class session templates to use in future planning. 
	HOURS OF INSTRUCTION: 12 hours over 3 weeks
	PRIMARY DOMAIN: Feedback & Assessment
	SECONDARY DOMAIN: Instructional Strategies
	USE OF RESEARCH BASED PRACTICES: 1.  The shortened content segments in interactive lectures interspersed with iClicker, Google Jamboard or other activities.2.  I used iClicker and Jamboard activities to encourage a wide range of voice and participation. Specifically, I have implemented iClicker for the hook to start class, for quick learning checks, to solicit feedback, to practice skills that are aligned with objectives and summative assessments.
	HOW DID STUDENTS RESPOND TO THE CHANGES?: Students, especially the introverts, have mentioned how they appreciate new venues to exhibit what they've learned (beyond raising a hand and speaking in front of a big group).  Students have also mentioned that they appreciate seeing what others' are saying/thinking when we review iClicker short answer questions together or work on a Jamboard slide together.  I think the naturally slower pace of iClicker/Jamboard (as opposed to hand-raising, which even in the best of situations offers only a few moments to pause) helps to facilitate deeper critical thinking and builds natural breaks into the class for everyone to process. The iClicker and Jamboard have shown me that offering different platforms for in-class engagement is also a matter of inclusivity and accessibility as well.  
	WHAT EVIDENCE DO YOU HAVE THIS IMPACTED THE MAJORITY OF STUDENTS?: Student surveys, emails, written student reflections on their in-class engagement, as well as informal conversations with students.
	BASED ON STUDENT RESPONSE, WILL YOU MAKE CHANGES OR KEEP THE SAME?: I am glad I made myself learn to use iClicker.  I thought of it previously as a tool for huge STEM classes, but I see real value in iClicker.  I will continue to use iClicker in 100- and 200-level classes.I saw Jamboard used in a PDI session January 2021 and also decided to try it Spring and Fall semesters 2021.  While Jamboard is best for smaller upper divisions classes (partially because there is a limit to the number of people who can logged on to a Jamboard at any given time), I think the ability for students to be anonymous, see others' thoughts and ideas as they unfold, and have more voice in a conversation really helps students take academic risks and build a cooperative learning environment.
	BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCE, WHAT RECOMMENDATIONS DO YOU HAVE FOR COLLEAGUES?: It can feel exhausting or intimidating to step out of your comfort zone of how you typically run a class session, but it's worth it!  We all get set in our routines, but it's good to try new activities.  And while doing so, it is ok to tell students this is new for you.  Solicit feedback on how new activities go - they feel so honored, seen, and respected, which creates a better classroom climate.
	HOW MIGHT YOU SHARE KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE?: Mentoring/teaching pods, informal conversations
	WHAT TEF DOMAINS DO YOU PLAN TO ADDRESS IN THE FUTURE?: Working through all of them.
	WHAT RECOMMENDATIONS DO YOU HAVE FOR TILT?: 


